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Hope Thompson
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Section 1: Product Description
Understanding your product:
Skills Matrix (in Appendix).
Our team can work together and we always know what to do when we start. We have
good collaboration skills, research skills and presentation skills. We need support in
developing skills in coding and marketing but have the ability to do this. We want to
provide our App to our local community and then take it beyond the community so others
can take advantage of this great resource (think global, act local).

SWOT Analysis
Our team have both strengths and weakness. Strengths: Our strengths show that we are
good team workers and we are good at solving problems. The strength of our App is that it
is always going to give real-time information and can be ad free. It is easy to use and has
good filters. Weaknesses: We also have weaknesses e.g. we all get a bit bossy from time
to time but after a couple of minutes we get things sorted. The App weakness could be
that someone else could copy our idea and get more followers.
Opportunity: The farmers’ markets could provide consumers with alternative access to
fresh, local and seasonal food sourced directly from the food producer; exposure to a
variety of foods and the opportunity to learn about how the food was produced and how to
use it. It also provided community members the opportunity to support the local
community, local businesses and the environment. We also have a lot of opportunities like
Grace's dad, he works in the field of environment protection and Stevie’s mum has
experience in design. Threats are that we may get overwhelmed by trying to learn code
and want to give up or start to argue. Another threat is that our App could be a little
seasonal (traffic high in summer when tourism is high and low in winter because of low
tourism). Trends – the local farmers etc. might decide there is a better app and swap to the
newer app taking their advertising off our app. There may be competition from the fast
food chains and big supermarkets who spend a lot of their apps and marketing.
100-Word Description:
We designed our App to connect people to local and fresh food. This is good for people
and good for the environment.
Our App provides a place for sellers to advertise their local produce for “Produce Lane” at
farm gate prices. It also provides a place for buyers to get produce that is fresh, local and
has low food miles.
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The App is designed for the whole community to buy and sell local and for tourists to buy
locally grown produce. It is for anyone who wants to be healthy and environmentally and
socially responsible.
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Section 2: Potential Market & Research
Competitor Analysis:
How other people have tried to solve the problem that you are trying to solve.
In our community, local people have set up Farmers’ markets, roadside stalls and craft
markets to sell their produce. The craft and farmers markets are advertised through a
website and through Tourist Information. There is no site to advertise to consumers where
local produce can be bought and sold. Overseas, there are apps that connect buyers and
sellers of local produce. So there are no local competitors. Our App, Produce Lane fills
this gap by providing an opportunity for local sellers to connect to local and tourist buyers.
Competitor Analysis:
Features
Competitor

Name of App:

Name of App:

Name of App:

Name of App:

Name of App:

Farmstand

True food

Harvest

Locavore

Love food
hate waste

Price

free

free

free

free

free

In-app purchases

There is no
in app
purchase

There is no
in app
purchase

There is no
in app
purchase

There is no
in app
purchase

There is no
in app
purchase

Functionality

high

high

medium

basic

high

5 pages it is
easy to use

5 pages it is 3 pages it is
not the
easy to use
easiest but very simple
still not too
hard

9 pages
Locavore is
difficult to
use

6 pages it is
simple to
use

Yes it
does so
that the
phone
knows what
markets
you are at

Yes it does
so that the
phone
knows what
markets
you are at

Yes it does
so that the
phone
knows what
markets
you are at

Is it easy to interact
with? Consider words,
pictures, sound
Basic/Medium/High

Navigation
Is it easy to navigate
between screens? Is it
easy to find/search for
information?

Tracking features
in the app

Yes it does
so that the
Does the app track it
phone knows
users? How long they
what markets
are on the app? Where
you are at
they are using the
app?
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Yes it does
so that the
phone
knows what
markets
you are at

Summary of findings:
All of our competitors are very similar to use but ours connects LOCAL farmers to local
consumers. Our App is a bit like Gumtree in that it connects buyers and sellers (Growers
and Makers). There is nothing exactly like our App. in Australia.
Screenshots of Some of our Competitors:

FarmStand

True Food

Locovore
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Trend Research:
We designed our app for people to know where to get fresh food, because we have
noticed when you go to the shops you buy food that you think is fresh but when you go
home to eat your meal you bite into it and it's brown.
‘Food miles’ is a term now commonly used to measure the transport distance travelled by
food products between production and consumption. Understanding and choosing
products low in food miles is one important part of being environmentally sustainable.

The total food miles and greenhouse gas emissions estimates presented in a study
undertaken by CERES Community Environment Park, Australia, clearly indicate “the need
for Australia to respond accurately to role our current food system plays within the issues
of climate change and peak oil”. They suggest that we need to educate consumers in
addressing these issues and promote the consumption of low food mile products. (Source:
CERES Community Environment Park, Australia).
All over the world, there is a growing trend to eat locally-produced foods (called the “local
food movement”). (Source: WorldWatch.org)

Consumer research:
We learned our information from the internet, families and local community. We surveyed
people at the local markets and asked them if our App idea would enhance their business.
Overwhelmingly, they said YES!

Target Market & Potential Market Size:
The target market is adults and children of any age or gender who are health and
environment conscious. There are 293 119 people living in the Northern Rivers Region
and on average 700 000 tourists a year. The area is known for being environmentally
aware, healthy and “alternative”. This attracts many visitors to our area who want to
experience this alternative and progressive lifestyle.
We believe that we will get many people using our App, both locals and visitors. They
would use it when they want to know when the markets are on and where the markets are
located. They would also use it to find local roadside stalls and what produce is in season.
Our App links the stall and the GPS to show consumers where to find the stall. Sellers let
buyers know what’s in season.
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Each year, there are 300 093 tourists day to the Lismore region and 400 074 who night
visit. On average, they spend $80 per day and $118 per night. The local tourist office,
B&Bs, hotels and other accommodation places would let visitors know of the App along
with other “places of interest”. Roadside stalls are a feature of the many villages in our
region. People on drives out to the National Parks, villages and beaches stop at these
stalls to buy macadamia nuts, limes, citrus, honey, flowers, vegetables and fruit, chutneys
and much much more!
Here is a quote from our Local Northern Star Newspaper. Our App could be incorporated
into the tourist experience to assist them in taking advantage of all the fabulous local
produce the region has to offer.
Highly seasoned traveller, Tom Ihle, of Germany, decided to settle in the Northern Rivers
after stopping in for a visit when travelling around the country.
"There is no other place like it in Australia," he said.
And where better to stay than the region's first settlement town, Bangalow.
Accommodation at Bangalow Guesthouse offers a home away from home in natural-lightfilled rooms with cloud-like beds, cable TV and an upscale shared living and indooroutdoor dining area for self-catering.
I quickly found the best way to take advantage of the communal kitchen space is to head
to Bangalow markets (held monthly) and buy seasonal produce. Hundreds of stalls
transform the usually sleepy town into a vibrant gathering of food, arts, crafts and music.
Goodies from the stalls make perfect culinary souvenirs of the hinterland.
And activities are at an arm's length from quaint Bangalow - waterfalls, hiking trails,
delectable food and stylish shopping.
I relished a day with Taste Byron Bay founder Terase Davidson, a local chef who proved
picking food locally and seasonally tastes a whole lot better.
(Source: Northern Star, April 29th 2017)
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Our App is for anyone who:





wants
wants
wants
wants

to
to
to
to

buy local and fresh food
eat healthy
look after our environment
support our local farmers

Our App is unique because it's the only App of its kind in this region. The Northern Rivers
region of NSW is known for its healthy, creative and environmentally aware lifestyle. This
App links all of these features together.

Section 3: Finances
Budget:
Revenue Model:
Our App “Produce Lane” is going to be free but we are aiming to get advertisers to pay to
put ads on the app “Produce Lane”. If people want to have no ads on the App, then they
will be able to get the premium version for $0.99 so there will be no advertisements.
Fixed Costs:
The fixed costs are the salaries to build the app (3 to 4 months according to Aplico Product
Engineering Blog) and to pay someone to keep the App functioning and up-to-date.
Marketing costs will be for advertising our App initially, but we hope that in-App advertising
will pay for this after it’s up and running.
Variable Costs:
During peak tourist times, we may add to the App features such as festival markets (Blues
Fest, Splendor in the Grass etc.). This will cost to pay someone to code this in.
Business Model
We will sell ad space within our App to other companies (tourist agencies, real estate
agencies, hotels, travel agents etc.). A premium in-App purchase will cost 99c. This is for
people who wish to not see advertisements.
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Breaking it down…
App cost 99c
Tourism per year – 300,093 tourists day to the Lismore region and 400,074 who
night visit = 700,167
Residents = 293,119

We estimate that only the locals would pay to NOT have the advertising and would use it
on a regular basis. We also assume that very young and some older residents would not
be interested in the app because they do not access technology as regularly (use apps).
The tourists, on the other hand, might only be there for a one off so would like to see what
the area has to offer (and therefore keep the advertising).
Based on our market size, this App would make $175,000 per year in the first year.

Section 4: Marketing
Branding & Promotion
Messaging:
Our App is here to help people find and sell fresh food and home-made goods. We
strongly believe that “eco” is the right way to go because in the future there won't be much
fresh food unless we change the way we consume. We designed our App to connect
people to local and fresh food. Low food miles and healthy! This is good for people and
good for the environment.
It is for anyone who:





wants
wants
wants
wants

to
to
to
to

buy local and fresh food
eat healthy
look after our environment
support our local farmers

Channels and Launch:
To promote our fantastic App, we will use a combination of social media and local markets
promotions.
Local organisations will include:
 Northern Rivers Tourism,
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 Local Council,
 Lismore Farmer’s Markets and other local farmers’ markets (Nimbin, Bangalow,
Byron Bay etc.),
 Craft markets (The Channon, Byron Bay, Uki, Bangalow etc.), Lismore Twilight
markets

Social Media Launch will include
 blogs and websites
 parents’ face book and instagram

Platforms:
The platform used to build the App prototype was Android (MIT App Inventor). Produce
Lane will be available to download via Google Play and Google App Store.

Growth/Future:
The next steps for the App are to turn prototype into fully functioning App. We will use
more advanced coding to create greater detail and functionality. We would also conduct a
broader market testing plan and do a trial run of the App on potential customers first to get
greater feedback and incorporate feedback into our App.
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APPENDIX
SKILLS MATRIX
Name

Project
Management

Research Design Document Pitch&Demo Marketing Budgets& App
Skills
Business Presentation &Branding Finance
&
Plan
Code

Stevie Coder
& Team
Manager

3

1

3

3

4

3

4

3

Grace
Research &
Business
Plan

1

4

2

4

2

3

2

0

Hope
Designer/cre
ative

2

0

4

3

4

2

1

0

Indigo
2
Business
plan & Coder

3

2

4

3

2

1

4

Zali Coder

2

1

1

2

1

3

4

1

SCORING
0 - Need not have knowledge
1 - Should have basic knowledge
2 - Should do with support
3 - Should have knowledge & do independently
4 - Should be good in theory and practical and can train others
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SWOT ANALYSIS

Strengths: Individual
Z.P technology
H.T colour/design
I.S coding/ Business plan
G.F research/ business/$ money
S.M business/$ money/design

Weaknesses: Individual
Z.P design
I.S design
S.M bossy
G.F bossy
H.T bossy/tech

Strengths: Team
As a team we have some great design skills and
we all think creatively. We all love using
technology and some of us have experience in
coding
We work well together and are a good team that
recognise each other’s strengths.

Weaknesses: Team
We can all get a bit bossy with each other
None of us have ever made an App before
and only 2 of us have coding experience,
which is basic
We don’t have much Internet access here
Our mentor needs to skype us and it doesn’t
work so well in our area because of poor
signal.

Opportunities:
Parents encourage us
We have a school volunteer parent who can
come in to teach us about colour choices and
design
We live in a forward thinking and
environmentally aware community
Computer access available at school
We are all driven by the big picture of fresh food,
healthy living, and looking after the environment
(low food miles)

Threats:
Feeling like we don’t have the skills
necessary to code
Fighting and being bossy
Not cooperating
Running out of time to finish all the sections
of the task
Slow internet means we will have trouble
researching and learning about coding
Isolation from major cities
Our App could be a little seasonal
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WIREFRAME of APP

Home button to previous
screen
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Colour Triad
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Mood board ideas…
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First ideas for Logo colours and Name…

The Village Trail

Produce Lane
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Our Final Logo
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PROJECT PLANNING

Feature

Resources to learn
Timeframe
how to use

App Coding

MIT App Inventor

Linking to Google
Maps

TGM curriculum/module
links

Logo

Priority

5 weeks

Top! 1

Creative design class with
parent

1 week

3

Colours

Colour choice lesson (with
parent). (learning about the
colour wheel and how to
use it)
Hex Codes for colours (rgb
colours)

3 days

2

Wire-framing

Screen shots of other Apps
and TGM
curriculum/module links

After colours
established
2 weeks

1

Buttons

MIT App Inventor
Youtube
Images onto buttons
tutorials

3 weeks

2

Pitch/Research etc.

iMovie/youtube/internet/pho
ne calls and surveys

2 weeks

3
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USER TESTING: COLLECTING FEEDBACK ON YOUR PROTOTYPE

Questions

Notes

Changes that need to be made by the
team

Is there anything that is
unclear or confusing in the
user-interface?

Home buttons could be clearer
Map home page could be simplified

Create home buttons in Pixlr (or similar
program)

Would you prefer the app
look or behave differently?

People love the look, especially the
colour scheme/design

Keep look the same

The simplicity of having a page for sellers
and a page for buyers really works
Which features of the app
The sellers and buyers links are its most
interface and usability are of usable feature as they link directly with
highest value?
the map page to make it simple to link

Colour-code pins in the App to
differentiate between markets and roadside stalls

buyers and sellers
Are there any missing
buttons or other content
from the app?

Buttons were too complicated
Need to make home/back button

Did your expectations differ
from the intent of the app?

Yes
Make backdrop of wood and hessian
We were planning not to have a backdrop colours to match our colour scheme
of wood or different hessians
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Become more familiar with buttonmaking program to improve the look of
the App

Glossary
Cost Structure: What are the important costs in your business?
Distribution Channels: How are you reaching your customers? Which method works best?
Which are the most cost-efficient?
Fixed costs: Costs that remain the same despite the volume of goods or services produced.
Examples include salaries, rents, and physical manufacturing facilities. Some businesses,
such as manufacturing companies, are characterized by a high proportion of fixed costs.
Market Research: Figuring out what your market wants. What problem is your customer
interested in solving and does your product/service solve this problem in the customers’
eyes?
Market Size: Who are all the people and organizations for which you are creating value?
There must be enough people who would buy your product/service to make a profit.
Profit: The extra money that you have made, subtracting any costs incurred, at the end of
the day. Profit = Revenue – Cost.
Revenue Streams: How will you make money and from whom? Paid apps? In-app
purchases?
User-Centered Design: Designing with the user in mind (You are not necessarily the user!)
User Interface: Way of interacting between person and product, especially in software.
User Interface Design: Designing things that will make sense for the end user, by thinking
about how the user will interface with the product.
Value Propositions: What value do we deliver to the customer? Low Price/
Accessibility/Convenience?
Variable costs: Costs that vary proportionally with the volume of goods or services
produced. Some businesses, such as music festivals, are characterized by a high proportion
of variable costs.
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